Cross Asset Research
Introduction and 2017 – 2019 recap
www.thecapitalobserver.com
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The Capital Observer
A unique and forward looking monthly multi asset research service, meant to offer a
framework of asset positioning across the business cycle.
Launched in early 2017, The Capital Observer is co-published by two seasoned
independent research firms, Diapason Currencies & Commodities UK in London (macro
analysis) and Management Joint Trust SA, Geneva (technical/cyclical analysis).
Our research process aims is twofold:
•

understand the current and forward looking macro-economic environment (using
macro and liquidity flow models),

• calibrate/forecast actionable market trends within this cross-asset environment by
means of MJT’s trend monitoring methodology focused on trend direction, market
timing and the calculation of price targets.
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Research process:
Monthly roundtable of market views, coordination and choice of themes.
Multi asset: Market and Sector Indices globally, Commodities, Bonds Indices and Interest
Rates and Foreign Exchange
Investment horizons ranging from several weeks to several quarters

Macro analysis approach: understand the current positioning within the business cycle by
means of indicators’ leads and lags analysis. Profile the behavior of various assets
according to risk-ON / risk-OFF market phases. Understand and measure the impact of
monetary and fiscal policy, as well as of systemic liquidity on various assets.
Trend/Cyclical analysis approach: analyze the direction and resilience of market trends,
calibrate them in terms of timing, targets and risk/reward. Seek robust intermarket
confirmations through the study of price correlations and cyclical analogs. Understand the
current factor drivers behind sector, geography and more generally asset rotations with
the aim to anticipate them.
Regular dialog, idea confrontation and scenario fine tuning.
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The Capital Observer’s offering mainly comprises of a
monthly publication (published mid month):
• where 4 to 5 market themes are developed each month
using both approaches (Macro-Economic and Trend/Cycle
analysis)
• and where a global asset allocation review is presented.

Subscribers can then elect to complement this written
content with:
• either a monthly 45min Q&A conference call

• or with a limited access the “Decider” on-line platform
focused on market timing and trend analysis of global
markets (http://www.mjtsa.com, web-based, live and
continuously updated 24/7).
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Client focus
The Capital Observer is dedicated to wealth and asset managers, pension funds,
treasurers, banks and family offices, who would need additional strategic support to take
decisions regarding their global asset exposures and their price movements, as well as
understanding and anticipating the macro fundamentals behind their evolution.
“The Capital Observer has correctly anticipated a majority of crucial shifts in asset prices in past years,
including equity markets, bond yield and foreign exchanges. It provides a very valuable, forward-looking
guidance which allows asset allocators to prepare well in advance to negotiate future market obstacles,
manage risks and position to capture opportunities. This is the kind of tool you want to have to deliver
consistent outperformance.” (2019, Equity Strategist, large Swiss Private Bank)
“The Capital Observer uniquely triangulates signals from technical analysis with liquidity fundamentals,
providing a robust and consistent input to professional asset allocators.” (2019, Macro Strategist and Fund
Manager, Large Swiss Asset Manager)
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www.thecapitalobserver.com
Launched in early 2017, The Capital
Observer has achieved 9 Finalist positions
in various categories of the 2018 and 2019
«The Technical Analyst Awards», e.g. Best
FX, Equities, Fixed Income, Multi-Assets,
Emerging Markets and won the Best
Specialist Research category in 2018.
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The MJT forecasting methodology
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Management Joint Trust SA, Geneva
Long standing excellence in Finance and Technology
50 years
Anniversary

Since its inception in 1969, Management Joint Trust S.A. provides financial and investment
consulting services to institutions from all corners of the investing community: Investment
managers, Family Offices, Treasurers, Pension & Endowment funds, Banks, Brokers & Traders.

1969 - 2019

These financial consulting services are available for many OTC Markets or Stock Markets globally
through our platforms (5’000 instruments across all asset classes), which we first launched online in 1985 (www.mjtsa.com).

www.MJTSA.com

Our experience in inter-markets analysis, in asset and sector rotation, as well as the wide focus
of our market coverage, allows us to offer bespoke consultancy services tailored to the specific
objectives of each one of our clients and adapted to the variety of their backgrounds and
strategies.

Academia & Awards:
2013:

Jean-François Owczarczak, Managing Partner of Management Joint Trust SA, received Bronwen
Wood Award for best CFTe exam paper in the world in 2012 (delivered by IFTA.org)

Since 2015:

MJT is a 11 times Finalist in various categories of “the technical analyst” Awards under either the
MJT, FinGraphs or The Capital Observer brand names

2018:

Winner of the “Best Specialist Research” Category in “the technical analyst” awards
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Methodological brief
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RE-Constructing an MJT
graph, e.g. S&P500 Daily
(11 September 2019)
Start with a simple price
line chart

Note: MJT offers
frequencies ranging from
bi-monthly (10 Years),
Weekly, Daily, Hourly and
Intraday
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Complement it with a
second band based on
shorter term calculations:
Extracts taken
from historical
charts

• Identify potential
exaggerations points
against the trends
(temporary or final
trend exhaustions)
•

E.g. December 2018
lows, late April and
July 2019 tops
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The width of the larger
envelope («Delta»)
represents historical volatility
(historical amplitude)
We use it to calculate
Impulsive (in the trend) and
Corrective (vs the trend)
price targets, e.g.
Impulsive targets up: 1.3 to 1.7
times «Delta» added to the graph’s
low (2’351)
Corrective targets down: 0.5 to 0.8
times «Delta» subtracted from the
graph’s high (3’026)
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Complement both series of
oscillators with shorter term
oscillators ( «Blue» short
term / «Red»: medium
term)
In order to understand how
the trend is developing in
terms of strength:
e.g. in this case a series of
ascending tops («Blue short
term», «Red medium term»,
«Black long term»)
confirming the reinstatement of an uptrend
on our long term oscillators.
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Add MJT’s automatic
interpretation to
confirm this analysis.
For now, still in a
consolidation to the
downside following
a late July
Intermediate top
(«Probable CASE 3»)
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Derived models
MJT’s Timing oscillators allow investors to position themselves along the trend (uptrend or
downtrend). Indeed, their relative position defines specific cases (Low Risk, Intermediate
Top, Fast velocity up, High Risk), so that when you know where you are, you can anticipate
the probable future sequence of events. Trend Direction and Price targets are factored into
the algorithms to favor either an uptrend or downtrend sequence.

Uptrend model

Downtrend model
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September 2019, our «Cyclical Indian Summer» cross asset scenario
Understanding how various assets have moved together in the past or how they
could coordinate in the future is a first visual step in confirming our scenario.

Source: MJTsa.com
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Cyclical Analogs – US 10Y – 3M Treasury yields spread

Source: MJTsa.com

US10Y-3M Weekly Analogs:

KBE/SPY
SX7P/SXXP

: US Banks vs the S&P500
: European Banks vs the Europe Stoxx 600

-> … and many other Cyclical assets, or inversely related to Defensive ones
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A selection of market calls since 2017
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The Capital Observer – early 2017, pause in reflation / in the Oil rally
Brent, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

“But we also see some indications of lower energy prices during the early
parts of H1 2017, as energy prices moderate somewhat. This may be
illustrated with the co-movements of gold, crude oil and Headline CPI as
illustrated on the graph 2 on this page. Gold has the tendency to lead
crude oil prices by almost two months, and oil prices lead the CPI by about
a month. The weakness in gold prices in the past few weeks (among other
things, including the oil term structure) is signaling lower oil prices, and
therefore lower Headline CPI during Q1 2017 or even in Q2”(January 2017,
The Capital Observer)

“As a key reflation asset, Oil is showing a similar dynamic, we expect it to
top out during the first half of Q1 2017 … The correction down could last
into early Q2 2017 … in worse cases towards mid year … Following that,
the uptrend in Oil prices should continue towards the … higher $60s, lower
$70s; right hand scale). Above that, the next resistance levels are towards
the $100 mark. These could probably be reached towards end 2017, early
19
2018.” (January 2017, The Capital Observer)

The Capital Observer – H2 2017, a V shaped recovery
S&P500, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

“Since March, our automatic messaging has been signaling a High Risk
position … we believe this is an intermediate top and that it should be
followed by a consolidation period which could extend into late June / early
Summer (although prices haven’t weakened much yet). Following that, we
expect the S&P500 to move up again in H2 2017 towards end 2017 / early
2018, possibly reaching the higher end of our ‘I’ Impulsive targets up
between 2’500 and 2’600.” (May 2017, The Capital Observer)

Brent, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

““… Brent is approaching the end of the retracement period we had anticipated
to materialize from mid Q1 2017 … the bottom may have already been made,
our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle) would suggest more work into
the Summer. Following that, we expect Brent to resume its uptrend into year-end
and early next year, possibly reaching into the high 60s USD a barrel. This
forecast is not consensual, yet our model since early 2016 has seen oil move up
to Q1 2017 and retrace down to today. We are hence confident in following this
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sequence through towards year-end.” (July 2017, The Capital Observer)

The Capital Observer – early 2018, Volmageddon & USD reversal
S&P500, Daily graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

“On the Daily graph, US equity markets are still moving up, and according
to our I2 Impulsive 2 extended targets to the upside (righthand scale), they
could reach 2’800 and even 2’850 over the next few months … Our
oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles) would suggest that the
current acceleration dies out mid/late January and then resumes up again
from early/mid February until March.”(January 2018, The Capital
Observer)

“The US currency will likely be boosted by repatriation of domestic capital
and inflows into US assets, especially now that bond yields have reached
levels that many foreign investors could consider attractive. This dynamic
strengthens the US Capital Account, and that has historically boosted the
US Dollar after a certain time lag. When this happens, both the US Dollar
and US bond yield will be ascendant – that could only spell trouble for
commodities, and therefore EM economies and assets could be negatively
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impacted for the rest of the year.” (February 2018, The Capital Observer)

The Capital Observer – Spring 2018, risk assets resume higher
S&P500, Bi-monthly graph
or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

“ … the S&P500 is now approaching the last stages of a full uptrend model
on our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) … Over the next couple of
quarters, the sequence we show on our medium term oscillators (upper
rectangle), may suggest one last push higher, possibly into mid-year,
perhaps the Summer, yet risk/reward is now really getting stretched.
Following that, we see important risk into 2019, … potentially between 20
and 30% below current levels.” (April 2018, The Capital Observer)

“In this article we have decided to display the impact that liquidity could
have on the price structure for many key assets. These are the general
descriptions of expected market action over the next few weeks and months
based on liquidity developments from the US Treasury and the Federal
Reserve: For equities, … we expect a sub-cycle trough in the second half of
April. A new upside phase of the bull market follows, one which could
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up to mid to late part of Q3 2018.” (April 2018, The Capital Observer)

The Capital Observer – Late Summer 2018, Strong Warning
S&P500, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

“No, this time is not different. No, the current sell-off is not a special one-off
event. Market fails like the one we are seeing is a recurring situation that we
have been hammering on since the Capital Observer started publishing on
December 2016: when liquidity flows recede, risk assets get into trouble; when
liquidity flows rise, risk assets perk-up and rise along. Nothing more,
nothing less. (August 2018, The Capital Observer)

“… initial risk towards the 2’625 – 2’450 range … , or 10 to 15% lower
than the recent tops … would confirm that a period of retracement
could materialize between now and early 2019. Considering the
metrics above, we believe that the risk/reward situation on the
S&P500 has recently been very stretched and that an initial correction
of at least 10% is now materializing, probably until late this 23
year, early
next year.” (October 2018, The Capital Observer)

The Capital Observer – also turning negative on yields, overweight Defensives
US10Y Treasury yield, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

“To summarize, we believe that the uptrend up since mid 2016 could make an
intermediate top soon, that the remaining upside potential is rather small,
and that circa 6 to 12 months and 60 to 100 basis points of retracement lie
ahead.” (November 2018, The Capital Observer)

US Consumer Staples vs S&P500, Bi-monthly graph
or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

“Staples were recently very Oversold vs the market, and that they may have
made an important low. We now expect the ratio to continue its recent
rebound vs the S&P500 over the next 3 to 5 quarters.” (November 2018, The
Capital Observer)
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The Capital Observer – Early 2019, calling the rebound slightly late
S&P500, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

“Finally, the liquidity flows of the G5 central banks’ balance sheets and
M2 Money Supply suggest to us that the bottom of the Great Correction
will likely be seen in February or March this year. The liquidity profile suggests
a sharp rally in risk assets into late Q2. … Moreover, liquidity flows from fiscal
sources will likely continue to prime growth and assets classes this year at
least, and arguably, until early 2020. (January 2019, The Capital Observer)

“ … the S&P500 found a strong support point in December towards the lower
end of our C Corrective targets to the downside ... It has since been
rebounding vigorously. Our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) suggest
that this new uptrend could continue until the Summer, and that, according
to our I Impulsive targets to the upside (right-hand scale), it could retest last
year’s highs above 2’900.” (March 2019, The Capital Observer) 25

The Capital Observer – Summer 2019, recession fears recede, Cyclicity returns
US Defensive Sectors vs S&P500, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

“In the August Cap Obs issue, we demonstrated the risk of overstaying safe
haven trades by highlighting the fact that cyclicals will soon overtake
defensives, following the improvements in the Citi Economic Surprise Index
(CESI).” (September 2019, The Capital Observer)

“ … Mirroring the bullish indications on the equity graph above, the ratio of
US Defensive sectors (we use an equal weighted portfolio of Staples,
HealthCare, Utilities, Telecom and Real Estate) vs the S&P500 index seems to
be resuming its downtrend on both our oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles). From early Q4 at the latest, we then expect US defensive sector
to accelerate lower vs the S&P500 into early, possibly Spring next year.
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(September 2019, The Capital Observer)

The Capital Observer – strong monetary flows benefit risk assets

“The central banks have gone beyond increasing global money
supply (M2 and Monetary Base) – the major central banks are
also easing monetary policy … US risks assets are especially
receptive to monetary inflows from the G5 Central Banks and the
FED itself “ (September 2019, The Capital Observer)

“And the price/yield of safe haven bond assets rise/fall when
monetary liquidity levels decline (after a lag). And the inverse is
also true – the price/yield of safe haven bond assets fall/rise
when liquidity conditions improve (after a lag)“ (September 2019,
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The Capital Observer)

The Capital Observer – Summer/Fall 2019, Cyclicity returns
S&P500 Index, Weekly graph
or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

“ … the index probably continues higher into early, perhaps Spring next
year … our I Impulsive targets to the upside indicate that the index
could reach into the 3’150s over the next few quarters. (September
2019, The Capital Observer)

“It is clear to us that a price baseline at above $50/bbl has been established by the
market. Despite fears of an imminent recession (which we at Capital Observer do not
share) prices have become stable above those levels. What this tells us is that there is
substantial upside risk to crude oil that the market may not be pricing in. The market
is seriously mispricing the OPEC cuts and that in the coming months, the price of
crude oil will strongly increase. We also believe that weak demand is currently being
trumped by lack of supply, which has led to large drops in stocks this year. Therefore,
if we see even a moderate uptick in demand, crude inventories could plummet, and
prices could rise significantly.” (October 2019, The Capital Observer)
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Disclaimer
Management Joint Trust SA is an editor of on-line financial graphics platforms as well as an independent research
company. The information and graphics in this presentation are being provided for general market commentary
and education purposes.
This presentation does not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any
investment or to engage in any other transaction. Any reference to a transaction, trade, position, holding,
security, market, or level is purely meant to educate readers about our methodology as well as possible risks and
opportunities in the marketplace and are not meant to imply that any person or entity should take any action
whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light of their own situation either on their own or through a
professional advisor.
If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such decisions, they should seek professional
advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade. This
information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we
believe the information contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through
independent sources. Trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves risk and can result in the
immediate and substantial loss of the capital invested.
Every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment decisions
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